Worksheet 9.1

Friendly Attitude
DIRECTIONS: What kind of attitude does it take to have good friends? Follow the
directions below. Then use the leftover letters to find the answer.
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P’s and Q’s
vowels in Column 4
letters in Row C that come after R in the alphabet
letters in Column 2 that come before F in the alphabet
consonants in Row D
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Worksheet 9.2

What Do People Want From A Friend?
DIRECTIONS: All of us need and enjoy friendships. Think about kids your age and
the friendships that they have. What do you think they want from their friends? Make
a list of the qualities/behaviors that you think kids your age are looking for in a friend
(i.e. honesty). After you have brainstormed a list of at least 5 qualities/behaviors that
you think kids are looking for in a friend, put stars by the 2 qualities/behaviors that
you think are most important.

FRIENDSHIP BEHAVIORS

“GRADE”
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Now give yourself a “grade” on each of these qualities/behaviors. How well do YOU
show these qualities?
A = Excellent
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B = Good

C = Average

D = Poor
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Worksheet 9.3

Really Knowing A Friend
An important part of making and keeping friends is to really know the other person. That helps
us to understand and better consider her/his needs. How well do you know your friend?
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DIRECTIONS: Think of a friend. Then, inside the sections of the circle below, write
down as many things as you can think of for each area of your friend’s life.
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Worksheet 9.4

Making Others Feel Special
Empathy leads us into learning what others like and dislike. In fact, one of the best ways to
make and keep friends is to make others feel special. Different people feel special for different reasons. Some people like to be listened to; some people like to receive notes; some
people like to be invited places; etc.

DIRECTIONS: Write down the names of 5 people that you know. Then write down
what you think makes them feel special.

FRIEND

What Makes Her / Him Feel Special

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5
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Worksheet 9.5

The Golden Rule

“Treat others the way you want to be treated.”
Almost every religion has a version of the Golden Rule. That is because it is an important
truth about empathy and our fellow human beings.

DIRECTIONS: Think about how you would like to be treated. Then read the statements below. If you would like to be treated in the way that is described, circle the
thumbs up sign; if you would not like to be treated in the way that is described, circle the thumbs down sign.

Would you like it if…….

……someone laughed at your new shoes?

……someone paid attention to your oral book report?

……someone helped you pick up the books your dropped?

……someone didn’t apologize after bumping into you?

……someone invited you to their birthday party?

……someone said you couldn’t play with their group?

……someone made fun of the way you throw a ball?

……someone let you choose what to play?
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LESSON 6: FAMILY
Family is “The we of me.”

Carson McCullers
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The word “family” is difficult to define. Some people think of a family as a group
of people who are related to one another. Others view it as a group of people who
are living together in the same home. Regardless of how you define family, it is a
group of people who have a powerful influence on the life of each of its members.
Every family has its wonderful points and its difficulties. There are no families
that are perfect and problem-free. Likewise, there are no families that are all bad.
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Jose’s Story
Jose was a friendly boy who was doing well in school. Others believed that
he was very fortunate to have such a “good” family which didn’t seem to
have many problems. Some of the other students in his school were jealous
of him, believing that he had it “so easy” in his life. But, these students
didn’t realize how difficult Jose’s life was with his family.
One day, Jose came to school very quiet. Other people didn’t notice much,
but Jose didn’t talk to anyone that day. A few students thought Jose was
being rude and unfriendly when he didn’t talk to them. Later, another boy
thought Jose was staring at him and it made him very uncomfortable. He
walked over and threatened Jose that he would make him sorry if didn’t
stop. Jose threw his books on the floor and left school.
The next day, another student found out that Jose’s younger brother had
runaway from home earlier in the week. In addition, his favorite uncle died
about the same time.

Discussion Questions:
1. What do you think is the reason that Jose didn’t tell anyone about what
was happening in his family?
2. Why do some students have difficulty requesting help for their family
problems?
3. What do you think are the most common problems that most families
have?
4. What are the main reasons that a family is so important to each of its
members?
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My Family
Circle the number after each characteristic below that best describes how you and
your family relate with one another.
1 = Almost never
2 = Seldom

3 = Unsure

4 = Some of the time
5 = Almost always

Have fun together.
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Help each other when there’s a problem.
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Communicate honestly and openly.
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Make decisions that are fair to one another.
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Understand each other.
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Talk positively about each other.
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Tell your true feelings to each other.
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Spend enough time together.

1
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4

5

Follow Up
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If you answered most of these items with “1”
or “2” it is possible that your family
situation may also be having a negative
effect on your school work and on
your relationships with others.
You may want to see someone else
who understands and can offer
support such as a special friend,
another relative or your school
counselor.
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Family Influence
We are all influenced by our families. Whether we like it or not, the way we think,
believe, act, and react are all affected by our families. Sometimes we may be
surprised to discover that we act just like someone else in our family. What are
some things you learned from your family that you will try to pass on to your own
family someday?
Check the items below.
q Honesty
q Trustworthiness
q Patience
q Humor
q Pride
q Generosity
q Humbleness
q Good communication
q Positive attitude
q Belief in hard work
q Organization
q Fairness
q Friendliness
q Determination
q Kindness
q Respect
q Religion
q Appreciation for education
q Other

Optional Activity
On a large piece of paper, draw your family tree. Include both the mother’s and
father’s sides of the family. Be sure to also include brothers/sisters, adoptive or
step-parents, foster parents, guardians, and any other people living in your
household. Don’t worry if your “tree” ends up looking more like a bush because
of all the current family members.
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Once the family tree is as complete as you can make it, share with your counselor
which people listed in your tree influence you the most in the items listed above.

